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QUESTION 1

Given the following SQL command where the DBSPACETEMP onconfig and environment variables are set to valid
dbspaces: 

createtemp table mytemp (columns) with no log; 

inwhat order will the instance evaluate where to place this table? 

A. DBSPACETEMP environment variable, rootdbspace, dbspace where the database was created, DBSPACETEMP
onconfig parameter. 

B. DBSPACETEMP environment variable, DBSPACETEMPonconfig parameter, dbspace where the database was
created, root dbspace. 

C. DBSPACETEMPonconfig parameter variable, DBSPACETEMP environment variable, root dbspace, dbspace where
the database was created. 

D. DBSPACETEMPonconfig parameter variable, root dbspace, dbspace where the database was created,
DBSPACETEMP environment variable. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Given the following SQL statement: 

What does the merge statement do? 

A. For each row that matches the condition col1 = c1, it inserts a new row in tab1 with the sum of corresponding c2 and
col2 column values. 

B. For the rows that match the condition col1 = c1, it adds thethe c2 column value to the col2 column value and updates
corresponding rows in tab1. 

C. For the rows that match the condition, col1 = c1, it adds the col2 column value to the c2 column value and updates
corresponding rows in tab2. 

D. Deletes rows from tab2 and updates rows in tab1 that match the condition col1 = c1 by adding the c2 column value to
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the col2 column value of corresponding rows in tab1. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

The user \\'guest\\' connected to a local database world@lsys and wants to execute the following query: 

What two permissions does the user \\'guest\\' need to access the remote table? (Choose two.) 

A. User \\'guest\\' must have SELECT permission on \\'globe\\' 

B. User \\'guest\\' must have CONNECT permission on \\'globe\\' 

C. User \\'guest\\' must have SELECT permission on \\'globe@rsys:position\\' 

D. User \\'guest\\' must have CONNECT permission on \\'globe@rsys:sadm.position\\' 

E. User \\'guest\\' must have RESOURCE permission on \\'world@lsys\\' 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Which Windows utility is used to configure the SQLHOSTS registry key? 

A. ilogin 

B. instmgr 

C. setnet32 

D. oncmsm 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

By default, the alarm program gets executed for which event(s)? 

A. All events. 

B. Only for events with Severity code 1. 

C. Only for events with Severity code 5. 

D. Only for events with Severity code greater than 1. 

Correct Answer: D 
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